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Communications guided by organizational mission
UW-Madison NOAA CIMSS CIMSS Communications

To provide a learning 
environment in which faculty, 
staff and students can 
discover, examine critically, 
preserve and transmit the 
knowledge, wisdom and 
values that will help ensure 
the survival of this and future 
generations and improve the 
quality of life for all.

Science, service and 
stewardship

1. To understand and predict 
changes in climate, weather, 
ocean and coasts;
2. To share that knowledge 
and information with 
others; and
3. To conserve and manage 
coastal and marine 
ecosystems and resources.

To advance the use of 
meteorological satellite data 
to enable the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration to meet the 
nation’s weather and climate 
needs.

Support research and 
education of CIMSS by 
communicating across media 

1. To share impact of research
2. To maintain support, trust 
and credibility
3. To increase understanding 
and visibility
4. To build relationships



UW-Madison, NOAA, CIMSS stories provide 
experiential learning



Zhengzheng Zhang, M.S., Science Journalism; 
Ph.D., Physics

“RA communication position at SSEC/CIMSS … was my first 
science writing position. 

It offered me many great opportunities to interview top 
researchers in the field, write different types of articles and apply 

science writing skills that I had learned in the classroom into 
practice, but also helped me build a strong, compelling science 
writing portfolio and lay a solid foundation for my future career 

development in science communication. 
Thanks to this valuable work experience and those 

competitive science writing samples, I successfully got my first 
full-time job offer right after graduation as a science writer at the 
American Institute of Physics. At the AIP, I started as science 
writer/editor and later was promoted to international science 

media project manager … ”
2013-20142013-2014



Stories by Zhengzheng Zhang: 
Amplifying the Wisconsin Idea, CI research and NOAA’s mission





Sarah Witman, M.S., Science Journalism

2013-20142014-2016



Stories by Sarah Witman: 
Amplifying the Wisconsin Idea, CI research and NOAA’s mission



Stories by Sarah Witman: 
Amplifying the Wisconsin Idea, CI research and NOAA’s 
mission



External communications noticed by NOAA leadership

“Just opened the latest issue 
[of Through the Atmosphere] … 
What would have also looked 
great is VIIRS on the cover.”

Mitch Goldberg, Senior 
Scientist at NESDIS

2017-2018



Callyn Bloch, M.S., Life Sciences Communication

“During my research assistantship, I gained hands-on 
experience with communicating science to a variety of 

audiences, which complimented the theory I was learning in my 
coursework. I got a behind-the-scenes look at how a successful 

communications team functions. 

This experience taught me how to collaborate successfully 
within a team, and I learned a lot from my mentors. During my 

position, my writing improved substantially. Previously, I had only 
written scientific journal articles and papers, and this was my 
first real experience with science writing for broad audiences.

My work at SSEC has helped prepare me for success in my 
current role.”

2021-20222021-2022



Stories by Callyn Bloch: 
Amplifying the Wisconsin Idea, CI research and NOAA’s mission





RA experience: Professional stepping stone

Energy Futures Initiative:
Communications Fellow for 
nonprofit in energy transition

Royal Society of Chemistry:
Editorial strategy development and 
implementation for 50+ journals
in North and South America

2022-2023



Who is next?
Rena Sletten, B.A., Physics; B.A., Public Relations; B.S. Astronomy

2023-2024

“”””My goal is to change the way people 
see the world and how they interact with it 
by combining science, communication and 

everyday life - the recipe to reach 
humanity.”

Rena Sletten

2023-2024



The take-away: Students are key partners

• Their participation makes 
our work relevant: they are 
the next generation of 
scientists and science 
communicators

• Their stories amplify the 
Wisconsin Idea and NOAA’s 
mission by sharing 
knowledge

• Their contributions help us to 
promote CIMSS researchers 
and the results of their 
research to an array of 
audiences

• Their participation makes them 
ambassadors whether they 
follow a career path with NOAA 
or another organization
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